We’d be happy to provide you with information

Do you have any questions? Our members of staff at the Contact Centre will gladly answer them for you or put you through to an expert if necessary:

Telephone +41 31 377 77 77

Monday - Friday
8am - 12am and 1pm - 5pm
Or per e-mail to info@ipi.ch

News

Show all news

13.01.2016 - Information for SME - Trade Marks - Legal info - Training - Institute - Swissness - Indications of source
Symposium "Swissness" – 10.03.2016, Lausanne & 07.04.2016 / 24.05.2016, Bern

30.10.2015 - Patent searches - Patents
WIPO’s ‘Guidelines for Preparing Patent Landscape Reports’ – the basis for patent landscape analyses

Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property

You can patent your inventions and protect your trademarks and designs with us. We are the federal government's central point of contact for all your questions on intellectual property.

Further information on the tasks of the IPI.

Our website for SMEs and newcomers

Is protecting innovations and creations new territory for you?
You can read about the essentials concerning trade marks, patents, designs, copyrights and indications of source, how you can protect them correctly, as well as the experiences of Swiss SMEs in protecting intellectual property at sme.ipi.ch.

Envisioned. Created. Protected.

More information

Further information on...

- Jobs
- Beware of fake invoices for fees
- swissreg
  Information on protected inventions, trade marks and designs in Switzerland
- e-trademark
  Online trade mark registration
- ip-search
  Patent and technology searches and trade mark searches
- Sitemap

Current information about ...

- Modernisation of copyright 2015
- the legislative porposal on better protecting the «Swiss» brand
- Counterfeiting and piracy in Switzerland